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I’m opposed to Clean Line running through Conway County Arkansas mainly because Conway
 County, Ar lies in the Fayetteville shale field and the health issues which comes along with the
 line.  We are located in the Fayetteville Shale field this coupled with the highest voltage power
 line in the United States tells me Plains and Eastern do not care about the citizens or human life
 only money. Southwest Energy has stated the hazards this would create mixing a high voltage
 line with gas lines.  

Plains and eastern has not made a good effort in trying to run a transmission line in a safer place,
 their route isn’t reasonable.  The line in Arkansas is not necessary to serve the public and will not
 provide Arkansas with Electricity.  Throwing money at different organizations is not making it any
 safer or making the Fayetteville Shale Gas field go away. They have not taken into consideration
 each parcel they plan to cross. If Plains and Eastern has to use eminent domain that tells you we
 don’t want it especially if we don’t need it.  

Plains and Eastern clean line has not given enough information and their studies are inconclusive

I feel for the health of our county it should not be within 5 miles from a gas line, 10 miles from a
 school and 2 miles from a resident.  I have seen a proposed line but no surveys or legal
 descriptions of any properties they plan to cross.  All the landowners will be inconvenienced with
 borings, surveying, etc. 

Plains and Eastern line is very controversial, not many people will voluntarily sign an easement. 
 This is America what happened to our rights, no company should be able to take land away from
 property owners especially if it’s going to create a health hazard, not to mention unsightly.  Who’s
 to say other companies or countries that will cause bigger problems will be able to buy and cross
 through this easement without the landowners permission. 

The line will be beneficial to Plains and Eastern but detrimental to land owners in Conway County.
 The land owners in Conway county ar are not interested in the clean line, whatever they say the
 benefits are far outweighed by the travesties it will create.  I feel the federal government shouldn’t
 have the power to take private property in a state as Arkansas where there is no need.  We have
 natural gas.  We should have states’ rights. I think the state and local government are
 knowledgeable enough to handle the matter.  We would like to protect the Natural state.

Clean line has not demonstrated that the line is needed, necessary or safe in Conway County, Ar.
 I feel research and money in solar power would be a safer form of electricity. 
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